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Abstract. Din'usion te nsor im agin g (DTT) all ows invest igatin g whi te
matter structures in vivo which is of great interest for various applications
in neuroa natomy and neurosurgery. In order to reconstruct white matter
tracts from DTI data, fib er tracking approaches are used which are commonly based on streamline propagation techniques. In order to provide
more relia ble tracking results, local regularization filters were presented
previously, which can be applied during the fib er tracking process and
move forward as the fib ers are constructed. In this work, Gaussia n and
least -squares local filters are evalua ted a nd compared against higher order integrat ion schemes. The results provide a more differentiated view
on the prospects and limitations of local regulari zation filters.

1

Introduction

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a magnetic resonance acqllisition technique
which provides information about the location of white matter tracts within the
human braill in vivo . DTI measures the dift'usion of water, which is anisotropic in
tissue with a high degree of directional organization such as the white matter of
the human brain. In this way, information about the lo cation of neuronal fib ers
is provided which is of great interest for various applications in neuroanatomy
and neurosurgery.
The reconstruction of white matter tracts from DTI dat a is commonly solved
by tracking algorithms [1, 2] which use streamline techniques known from fiow
visualization. Respective algorithms propagate lines through the tensor field,
based on the local dift'usion characteristics whi ch reflec t the co urse of the underlying white matter tracts. The resulting fib er bundles approximate the location
of neuronal fib ers and are therefore a powerful tool for white matter reconstruction.
In recent years, local regularization t echniques have b een developed [3] with
the aim to provide more reliable tracking results by preserving directional consistency and at the same time cross noisy regions and gaps in the data.
In this work, local filter approaches are evaluated and compared against
higher order integration schemes, which also show the desirable feature of increased stability and tracking accuracy.
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2

Material and Methods

2 .1

Image D ata

The DTI dat asets used in this work were acquired on a Siemens MR Magnetom Sonat a Maestro Class 1.5 Tesla scanner using a field of view of 240mm
resulting in a voxel size of 1.875 x 1.875 x 1.9 mm3. For each of the six diffusion
weighted da tasets (gradient directions (± 1,1,0) , (± 1,0,1) and (0 ,1, ± 1)) and the
reference dataset, sixty slices with no intersection gap and an acquisition mat rix
of 128x 128 pixels were measured.
2.2

Fiber Tracking

F iber t racking algorithms based on streamline propagation have several st eps in
common such as seed point selection , fib er propagation and t ermination strat egies [4J. Starting from predefined seed points, streamline integration is used to
propagate the fib er until a termination criterion is reached . For this purpose, a
t hreshold based on fractional anisotropy (FA) [1 , 2J is commonly applied to stop
fiber propagation if t he anisotropy of diffusion decreases .
In this work, fiber tracts were computed using first, second and fourth order
Runge-Kutta integration and t rilinear t ensor interpolat ion. A const ant tracking
step size of 0.5 mm was employed . FA was used as t ermina tion threshold for
fib er propagation, and a length threshold of a minimum of 100 tracking steps
was used in order to exclude short fib ers from the tracking result .
Local Regularization F ilters

2 .3

Local regularization filters [3J are applied during the fiber tracking process and
move forward as the fibers are construct ed . In order to put more weight on the
tensors in t he direction of the tracked fib er , a moving filter window of ellipsoidal
shape centered around the current end point of the fib er is employed (Fig. 1).
The size of t he filter window is adjusted depending on the reliability of t he local
tensor data.
During fib er t racking, a local regularization approach is applied to t he t ensors
in the filter window in order to approximate t he local t ensor. The resulting
regularized t ensor is used for tract propagation.
In order to weight the tensors within the filt er window , a Gaussian weight ing
fun ct ion G(s - p ; D p) is introduced [3], which assigns a weight to a point p osit ion
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Fig. 1. Local filter window doma in (y eLLow). The fi ltered tensor
at the center p is com puted fr om samples at d irre rent locati ons 8
wit hin t he filter window .
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s in the vicinity of the center point p. T hC' weight ing fnl1 ction has t,he efl'ed that,
tensors located close to the center of the filter window have a higher impact on the
regularization result t han tensors at the border of t he fil ter window . The shape
of the Gaussian filter window is adapted from t he tensor ellipsoid associated
with t he local tensor Dp at the center point p .
In order to approximate the regularized tensor Dp at position p using the
Gaussian filter window , the weighted average of the tensors within the filter
volume is computed.
Moving least-squares filter The local Gaussian filtering scheme is extended
by a least-squares approximation within the filter window [3] . Least-squares
approximation aims at minimizing an error functional E which measmes the
quality of a polynomial fit of the data

E (p) =

vI .lv/, G(s -

p ;D p)' [F(s - p) - D(s)]

2
(lS3

(1)

In order to solve this equation , a low degree polynomial F has to be found which
best approximates the data D( s) at different locations s within the filter window
centered around p . The quality of fit in a least-sq uares sense is assessed by the
functional E, which must be minimized. The impact of a point location on the
function al E is controlled by the filter function G (s - p ; Dp).
For fib er tracking, the original, noisy tensor D p is approximated with the
polynomial fit F at position p .

3

Results

Fiber tracking was performed both with and without local filters. In Figme 2,
the resul t of fiber tracking without local filtering (left), with a Gaussian local

F ig . 2 . Pyramidal t ract in a healthy volunteer reconstructed with stream li ne integrat io n (RK-l) without fi ltering (left) , with a Gaussian local regula ri zat ion fi lter (middle),
and with a mov ing least-squares fi lter (right).
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Table 1. Accuracy and computing time for oriented filters. Tim e: Computing time
fol' diIlCl'(.! lI t illtcgl'a tioll :>ChClllt'S withou t iiltcl'illg (l eft) and with a Gaussian local regularization filter and a moving least-squares filter (right) for a tracking of the whole
brain. Divergence: Average divergence between the original fiber and t he reverse fib er
a fter 50 integration steps.

RK-1 none
RK-2 none
RK-4 none

Time

Divergence

4 sec
11 sec
18 sec

8.61 mm
1.46 mm
1.27 mm

RK-1 none
RK-1 Gauss
RK-1 MLS

Time

Divergence

4 sec
242 sec
464 sec

8.61 mm
5.91 mm
5.88 mm

regularization filter (middle) and with a moving least-squares filter (right) is
shown. In each case, streamline propagation using Euler integration (RK-l) was
employed . For both local filtering approaches, the moving filter windows were
scaled with a factor (J = 50 and tensor samples within the filter window were
taken at a distance of 1 mm for each dimension in 3D space. In the case of the
least-squares filter, a polynomial of degree 2 was applied for the approximation.
In order to assess the quality of local filtering , both techniques were compared
to fiber-tracking results without filtering. For this purpose, streamlines were
traced until a termination criterion was reached, and the final sampling point
of the fiber was used as the starting point for a reverse fiber, running in the
opposite direction. Depending on the quality of the tracking approach applied ,
the reverse fiber closely follows the original fiber for a certain number of steps,
b efore it diverges from the course of the original fib er. As a consequence, the
distance between corresponding sampling points of the original fiber and the
reverse fiber indicates the quality of the resp ective tracking approach. In order
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Fig. 3. Divergence between origin al fib er and reverse fiber for 50 integration steps,
averaged for a ll fibers in a tracking of t he whole brain. Left : Comparison of diff'e)'enl
integration schemes (RK-1, RK-2 a nd RK-4). Right: Comparison of RK-l integration
witho ut lo cal filter (RK-1 none), with local Gaussia n filter (RK-1 Ga uss) and with
moving least-squares filter (RK-1 MLS).
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to obtain significant results, approximately 300 .000 streamlines within the whole
brain and associated reverse fib ers were computed and the results were averaged.
The diagram in Figure 3 (right) shows the averaged divergence between original
and reverse fibers for streamline propagation without filtering, with a Gaussian
local regularization filter and with a moving least-squares filter . In Tabl e I , the
divergence after 50 integration steps as well as the computing times on a PC
equipped with an Intel Pentium 4, 3.4 GHz, and 2 GB RAM are provided .

4

Discussion

From the diagram in Figure 3 (right), it can be concluded that the Gaussian local
regularization filt er provides similar accuracy to that of the moving least-squares
fil ter , i.e. the comp utational efIOl't added by the least-squares approximation h as
only a very slight impact on the accuracy. Taking into account the computing
time in Table 1 (right), which is much higher in the case of least-squares approximation, it can be concluded that t he Gaussian local regularization filter is
much more suitable for practical application.
In principle, the local filters improve the tracking accuracy of the respective
integration scheme, as shown in Figure 3 (right) for streamline tracking based
on first order Runge-Kutta integration . However, for a higher-order integration
scheme, such as second or fourth order Runge-Kutta in Figure 3 (left), even
greater accuracy is obtained compared to the lower-order integration in combination with local filters. For this reason , it is more feasible to apply higher order
integration instead of a RK-1 integration scheme combined with local filters.

5

Conclusion

In this work, local regularization filters were evaluated and compared against
higher order integration schemes. For both the Gaussian local filter and the
least-squares local filter, significantly increased computing times were enco untered compared to higher order integration schemes. In t erms of tracking accuracy, higher order integration schemes outperform RK-1 integration with local
regu larization filters. In summary, it can be concluded that higher order integration is preferable to local regularization filters.
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